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career, the you-can-do-it no-nonsense attitude, etc. All 
of these seem to me to be intimately connected with the 
“classical” themes in the making of the American iden-
tity such as the notion of the frontier, freedom of self-
determination, self-reliance, pragmatism, etc. I find this 
very different from the way of life in Europe, particularly 
in the Slavic countries.   

4. What has been the most challenging part of your
fellowship? The most rewarding?

To be honest with you, I was really very lucky in 
that I did not find any part of my American experience 
this time around particularly challenging, because of all 
the help I got from everyone: from the Fulbright Com-
mission, KU students and faculty at the Department, and 
my friends in Tulsa. This made any potential challenges 
– from finding a place to live, to completing documenta-
tion, to transportation – a breeze. 

The most rewarding experience is clearly meeting 
everyone at the Slavic Department, and being able to 
take part in all the activities. Being able to take part in 

the B/C/S table and Polish table, audit classes, give pre-
sentations and talk about linguistics with the excellent 
(and passionate) graduate students, exchange opinions 
with the faculty. Just being a part of a community that 
cares for the success of every single student – was really 
great. Finally, working with Professor Dickey has been 
really rewarding, both professionally and personally, 
and we have lots of plans to continue our collaboration.

5. Finally, what are your plans for the future? Where
do you envision yourself being taken by your current 
research?

What I would really like to do is strengthen the 
connections between my University in Zagreb and the 
University of Kansas, particularly in teaching B/C/S here 
and English in my department. My research is intimately 
connected with this, if I am able to work on both the ap-
plied and theoretical components alongside one another, 
this would be a dream come true. That’s why I would 
love to come back to Lawrence!

First Russophone Experiential Learning 
Program in Almaty, Kazakhstan
by Christian Beer

The Experiential Learning Program was developed 
through a partnership between the Gabriel Al-Salem 
Foundation and the KU Slavic Department and School 
of Languages, Literatures & Cultures. Its structure was 
inspired by the example of the late Gabriel Al-Salem, a 
native of Lindsborg, Kansas, who studied Russian at KU 
(BA ‘89) and went on to be a pioneering figure in man-
agement consulting in the successor states of the former 
USSR. Gabriel loved languages, people, Central Asia, 
and, especially, his adopted home town of Almaty. He 
was passionate about living life to the fullest, both in his 
personal pursuits and in work. He believed in applying 
cultural knowledge, professionalism, personal warmth, 
and hard work to improving the civic and economic 
structures of the emerging economies of the post-Soviet 
space. This program commemorates his achievements 
by affording KU students the opportunity to follow in 
this path and live the challenge of mediating cultures and 
using skill and ingenuity to make positive contributions 

KU participants in the first Russophone Experiential Learning 
Program in Kazakhstan

L-R: Gerges, Farlow, Hemphill, Carpenter, Dilworth at Charyn 
Canyon near Almaty.
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in an emerging economy and in so doing, grow into a 
leader of global dimensions.  

The five participants in the first program were inter-
mediate to advanced students of Russian, Asa Carpen-
ter, Josh Dilworth, Garrett Farlow, Alexander Gerges, 
Michael Hemphill, who were assigned placements in 
offices connected with the Gabriel Al-Salem Foundation, 
including KIMEP University, the Kazakhstan Press Club, 
and Key Partners Consulting. The goal of the program 
is to give students an opportunity to have authentic ex-
periences living and working in a foreign environment, 
managing the day-to-day joys and stresses of mediating 
languages and cultures. They also participated in inten-
sive Russian courses at KIMEP University.

Following the SLLC Convocation, a ceremony was 
held on 2 Sept to recognize awardees for special com-
mendation, Garrett Farlow and Michael Hemphill, who 
were nominated by their hosts. Each received a certificate 
of commendation and an award of $250 from the Gabriel 
Al-Salem Foundation, funded by the Foundation’s KU 
Student Opportunity Fund. The award was presented 
before the advisory board of the School of Languages, 
Literatures & Cultures, Chairs of SLLC departments and 
affiliates, Dean Don Steeples (CLAS), and Dean Michael 
Roberts (Graduate School). 

The next iteration of the program is planned for 
2017 pending sufficient scholarship funds. Information 
on contributing to the Gabriel Al-Salem KU Student Op-
portunity Fund is available at http://ga-foundation.org.

Garrett Farlow working at Kazakhstan Press Club, Almaty

Viktoria Olskaia, Founder and President of the Gabriel-Al-Salem 
Foundation, during her address at the inaugural convocation of 
the SLLC.

Margarete Dorsch, mother of Gabriel Al-Salem (left); Dr. Lisa 
McLendon (School of Journalism, 2nd from the left), mentor of 
Garrett Farlow; and Becky Stakun (PhD candidate, Slavic, right), 
who lead the first group of students in Kazakhstan. The award recipients, Michael Hemphill and Garrett Farlow.

http://ga-foundation.org



